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Abstract

This paper deals with centralized thermal overload management in active ra-

dial distribution systems that host a significant amount of distributed gener-

ation (DG). We investigate the benefits of using remotely controlled switches

to reduce the amount of curtailed DG to remove overload. To this end we

extend an existing optimization model to the problem of minimizing the non-

firm DG curtailment to remove overload. We discuss the pros and cons of

the various overload management goals given the particular features of ra-

dial distribution grids and propose, wherever possible, the use of a power

flow tracing-based procedure to select the non-firm generators that should

participate in overload removal. Although the approach focuses on overload

removal it also inhibits violation of operational constraints such as voltage

limits that may occur due to network reconfiguration. We prove the interest

and feasibility of our approach in four distribution networks.
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1. Introduction

In order to meet the more stringent environmental constraints, many dis-

tribution systems (DSs) host increasing amounts of distributed generation

(DG) (e.g. wind, photovoltaic, etc.) [1, 2]. This may lead to a signifi-

cant increase in reverse power flows and thereby to thermal and/or voltage

constraints among other operational issues. Medium voltage distribution

systems are generally either (and mostly) voltage constrained or thermally

constrained. Voltage (raise) constraints generally arise in very long rural net-

works, whereas thermal constraints [3, 4, 5] in lines/cables/transformers may

prevail in networks with short lines or with relatively large nominal voltage

(e.g. 20kV to 33kV).

There are two philosophies for determining the allowed DG penetration

level in a DS [1]: passive DSs and active DSs. The former paradigm is based

on the “fit-and-forget” principle (i.e. a new DG is accommodated only if

this does not lead to operational constraints violation under worst operating

scenario). This approach is very conservative and may prevent achieving the

required green energy target and harvesting DG benefits (e.g. reduction of:

investments in new assets, losses, load peaks, etc.). Active DS concept is a

way to significantly increase DG penetration by managing DG output and

other control means through centralized [6, 4, 5] or distributed [7] control

schemes.

In this work we focus on thermally constrained active DSs in which we
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assume a centralized management of thermal constraints.

Several approaches have been devoted to the overload management in

active DSs such as: (time-series) optimal power flow (OPF) [6, 4], constraint

programming [5], sensitivity-based [7], etc. OPF [8] is an essential tool to

manage constraints in both transmission [9] and distribution systems [6, 4].

In DSs it provides optimal DG curtailment to remove constraints according

to a given goal (e.g. minimizing either the MW curtailed or the curtailment

cost [10]) or DG connection agreements (e.g. last-in, first-off [4]). However,

these approaches do not consider network switching as an option.

The main contribution of this work is to investigate the benefits of re-

lying on remotely controlled switches to reduce the DG curtailment. This

leads to pose a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem.

To reduce the computational burden of MINLP problem [12], the latter can

be reformulated, for radial DSs, as a more tractable equivalent mixed inte-

ger quadratically constrained (MIQC) problem, as demonstrated in [13] for

power losses minimization by means of network reconfiguration. In this work

we further extend the model in [13] to the problem of overload management

and extend significantly our previous approach [14]. Another contributions

of the paper are: an analysis of the pros and cons of constraint management

goals, and a power flow tracing scheme to select only the DG units that are

truly responsible for overload as candidate for curtailment in OPF.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the main

features of the overload management scheme. Section 3 presents the math-

ematical model of the optimization approach. Section 4 provides numerical

results with the method and section 5 concludes.
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2. Features of the proposed approach

2.1. Regulatory framework

In most distribution systems (e.g. in Europe), in order to ensure fair

access and competition between DG units, electricity market and distribu-

tion system operation are unbundled; hence the distribution system operator

(DSO) cannot own DG [10]. The DG access to the grid relies on DG con-

nection agreements [10] (e.g. “last-in, first-off” principle in U.K. [4]). In this

framework, according to the DG connection agreement, one can distinguish

between “firm” DG units (generators that cannot be curtailed to remove

grid constraints as they invested in grid reinforcement; these DG units are

accommodated based on a worst-case scenario) and “non-firm” DG units

(generators that accepted to be occasionally curtailed as overload occurs be-

cause the lost revenue is deemed more advantageous economically than grid

reinforcement option) [4]. As this unbundling may lead to poor operation

performances of the DS and or limited DG penetration level, DSO-owned DG

frameworks are advocated [16]. Furthermore, regulation may also differ in

whether the owners of curtailed non-firm DG units receive a compensation to

cover the lost revenue (if this is the case then the DSO looks for minimizing

the payments towards the owners of curtailed DG units [10]; otherwise the

DSO seeks to minmize the overall DG curtailed energy).

We conclude that most regulatory frameworks differ basically in two re-

spects: the choice of non-firm DG units participating in curtailment and

the optimization goal. Bearing this in mind we devise in Section 3 an op-

timization approach for overload management which is versatile enough to

be applicable in various regulatory frameworks (e.g. by properly choosing
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Figure 1: Illustrative 5-bus distribution network

the objective function, some variables and some constraints), including both

non-dispatchable and dispatchable DG [15].

2.2. Illustrating the benefits of remotely controlled switches option

The benefits of remotely switching in terms of curtailed energy saving

are briefly illustrated by running our optimizer for 24-hours generation/load

patterns on the 5-bus system shown in Fig. 1 (the data set of this test case

are provided in the Appendix). Sectionalizing switches s01 and s02 and tie

switch s12 are remotely controlled. G1 is a photovoltaic unit and G2 is a wind

unit. The thermal limits of lines 0-1 and 0-2 prevent larger power injections

into the higher voltage grid and hence hosting larger amounts of DG.

Fig. 2 shows the unconstrained generators profiles (with dotted line), the

constrained generators profiles with only DG curtailment as control option

(with dashed line), and the constrained generators profiles with remotely

controlled switches as additional control option (with continuous line). The

grey areas represent the energy saved thanks to switching actions, provided

in Table 1, clearly highlighting the value of this control means. These gains

are obtained by redirecting the output of G2 through lines 1-2 and 0-1 when

the load L1 is high and generation G1 is small as well as by redirecting
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Figure 2: Energy savings thanks to switching actions

Table 1: Hourly status of remotely controlled switches

switch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

s01 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

s02 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

s12 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

the output of G1 through lines 1-2 and 0-2 when the load L2 is high and

generation G2 is small. Switches status change occur at hours 6, 13, and 17.

2.3. Analysis of possible choices for the objective function

From the perspective of maximizing the amount of non-firm DG accom-

modated in the DS (or equivalently minimizing their curtailment) and offer-

ing incentives for a fair competition regarding the connection access of DG

units to the grid, we assess the pros and cons of three objectives: the norm

L1 (1), a weighted linear objective L1w (2), and the norm L2 (3):

L1 = min
∑

i∈G

(P 0

gi − Pgi), (1)

L1w = min
∑

i∈G

wgi(P
0

gi − Pgi), (2)
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Figure 3: Simple distribution grid

L2 = min
∑

i∈G

(P 0

gi − Pgi)
2, (3)

where, for the non-firm unit i, P 0

gi is its power produced at a given time and

the weight wgi stands for either its curtailment cost, or is inversely propor-

tional to its impact on the overload.

We illustrate this comparison using the simple distribution system in

Fig. 3 (the data set of this test case are provided in the Appendix), and

assuming that G1, G2, G3, and G4 are non-firm wind power generators. In

this figure the arrows indicate the direction of active power flows.

Let us assume that this grid operates in a worst-case scenario (i.e. mini-

mum load vs. maximum feed-in) and that line AB becomes overloaded due

to a significant feed-in power of DG.

Table 2 provides, the minimum overall MW curtailment of DG units pro-

vided by the three objectives and for two approaches to select DG partici-

pating to overload removal (all generators participate versus some generators

selected by the proposed approach described in next sub-section).
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Table 2: Non-firm DG units curtailment (MW)

gen L1 L2 L1 L2 L1w

all all selected selected selected

G1 0.00 -0.142 -0.565 -0.283 -0.459

G2 0.00 -0.141 0.00 -0.283 -0.107

G3 0.00 -0.141 - - -

G4 -0.562 -0.141 - - -

total 0.562 0.567 0.565 0.566 0.566

It is important to note that due to the tree structure of radial distribution

systems all generators downstream the overload are practically equally effec-

tive to remove an overload in the main feeder. This assertion is confirmed

by the quadratic L2 norm objective (see column labeled “L2 all”) as gen-

erators G1, G2, G3, and G4 share practically equally the effort of overload

removal, and the overall amount of curtailment is only slightly higher (due

to losses) than the L1 norm. This objective may be of interest especially in

a context of active DSs where the grid is insufficiently observable to allow

tracing precisely the flow of electricity.

As expected the norm L1 leads to the least overall curtailment as it calls

for curtailment of the most effective DG units to remove overload (see col-

umn labeled “L1 all”). This objective makes sense in a context where the

DSO is also the owner of all DG units on the DS [15]. However, it may

lead to discriminatory DG access in a context with independent DG power

producers, as it focuses the entire effort on the most sensitive generator G4,

regardless the fact that all four generators are practically equally effective.
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For an active DSs reasonably observable and future smart grids, a power-

tracing criterion allows identifying the DG units truly responsible of overload

and favors the objective L1w (2), which will fairly penalize only the responsi-

ble units. In this example, both responsible generators G1, G2 are curtailed

based on their relative weights wgi, computed according to the active power

flow injected in the overloaded line i.e. 3.0 MW and 0.7 MW, respectively.

We conclude that although slightly less efficient in terms of overall curtail-

ment compared to L1 norm, objectives L2 and L1w, with generators selected

appropriately, offer incentives for a fair connection access of DG to the grid.

2.4. Selection of non-firm DG candidate for curtailment

We propose that the generation balanced locally should be stimulated (as

it decreases losses in both transmission and distribution systems) and hence

not participate in overload removal. For instance, generator G4 must not be

curtailed as it produces less power than its local load L4. Furthermore, we

propose that only generators for which the active power flow has the same

sense from the point of connection as far as upstream the overload should

participate in optimization. Therefore, although generator G3 produces more

power than its local load L3, it should not participate in overload removal

as its surplus of power does not flow from D to C in the same sense as

the overload (see Fig. 3). According to this DG selection criterion only

generators G1 and G2 must be reduced as only they induce power flows in

the grid steadily in the same sense as the overload (see Fig. 3).

Note that the ideas of DG selection for overload removal fit also into power

flow tracing methods developed for transmission grid [17, 18]. However,

unlike the meshed transmission system, where it is not always possible to
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distinguish which part of a power flow comes from which unit [17, 18], the

electricity flows in a radial system can be distinctively traced in most cases.

Depending on the network observability, this selection criterion can be

used either as a yes/no DG unit participation to curtailment with L1 or L2

objectives, or as a refined weight-based participation with L1w objective.

3. Formulation of the optimization approach

Let N, G, L, and S denote the set of respectively: nodes, DG units, all

lines, and the subset of lines with remotely controlled switches/breakers.

3.1. Objective function and the control variables

The goal of the overload management procedure is to minimize the (cost

of) active power curtailment of non-firm DG units to remove overload, ac-

cording to any of the objectives (1), (2), or (3), which is suitable in a given

context. However, as the problem includes remotely controlled switches, we

use a composite objective which accounts for a fictitious cost of switching

actions (which can be seen as maintenance cost and/or reflect the DSO pref-

erence towards minimizing the number of switching actions and/or acting

only when the reduction in generation curtailment is significant):

min
∑

i∈G

wgi(P
0

gi − Pgi) + ws

∑

ij∈S

|sij − s0ij|, (4)

where sij models the dual status connected/disconnected of the line switch

ij and s0ij denotes its current value, and ws weight to be chosen by the DSO

trades-off the MW curtailed and the number of switching actions (e.g. a

large value of ws reflects DSO unwillingness to rely on switching).
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Note that depending on the regulatory framework this composite objec-

tive could be also translated into economic terms as the minimization of the

DG owners reimbursement for their loss of revenue due to curtailed energy

plus the wear and tear cost of switching, wgi and ws becoming actual costs.

The control variables of the problem are: the status on/off and the ac-

tive/reactive powers of DG units, and the status of remotely controlled sec-

tionalizing switches, tie switches, and breakers.

3.2. Problem constraints

3.2.1. Alternative power flow model for radial distribution grids

The remaining part of the optimization problem extends the model1 in

[13] to the overload management application. The model [13] consists, for a

grid with n+ 1 buses, in replacing the 2n conventional nonlinear power flow

equations with a set of 3n equations (2n linear and n quadratic). This is

done by replacing the conventional complex voltage unknowns (Vi, θi) with

two variables per branch (Wij and Tij) and one per bus (Ui) as follows:

Ui = V 2

i (5)

Wij = ViVj cos(θi − θj) (6)

Tij = ViVj sin(θi − θj), (7)

where Wij = Wji and Tij = −Tji.

1This relies in turn on the power flow model for radial distribution systems in [19].
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The set of power flow equations comprises 2n linear equations (i ∈ N):

Pgi − Pci =
∑

ij

Pij =
∑

ij

gijUi − gijWij − bijTij (8)

Qgi −Qci =
∑

ij

Qij =
∑

ij

−(bij + bshij )Ui + bijWij − gijTij (9)

together with the n quadratic constraints:

UiUj = W 2

ij + T 2

ij , ij ∈ L \ S (10)

3.2.2. Longitudinal current limit for lines with fixed switches

I2ij = (g2ij + b2ij)(Ui + Uj − 2Wij) ≤ (Imax

ij )2, ij ∈ L \ S (11)

3.2.3. Constraints modeling the status of lines with remotely controlled switches

(ij ∈ S)

To model the switching operations and consequently whether a branch is

connected or disconnected we use the following set of constraints [13]:

− sijP
max

ij ≤ Pij ≤ sijP
max

ij (12)

− sijQ
max

ij ≤ Qij ≤ sijQ
max

ij (13)

I2ij ≤ KI(1− sij) + sij(I
max

ij )2 (14)

−Ke(1− sij) ≤ UiUj −W 2

ij − T 2

ij ≤ Ke(1− sij) (15)

−KW (1− sij) ≤ Wij −Wji ≤ KW (1− sij) (16)

−KT (1− sij) ≤ Tij + Tji ≤ KT (1− sij), (17)

where Pij and Qij are given by (8) and (9), the constants KI , Ke, KW , KT

being properly chosen as explained in [13].
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Observe that for a connected line (i.e. sij = 1) constraints (12)-(13)

recover original active/reactive power flow limits, (14) and (15) take the

same form as (11) and (10), and (16)-(17) provides the same outcome as

(6)-(7) i.e. Wij = Wji and Tij = −Tji. Otherwise, if a line is disconnected

(i.e. sij = 0) it implies that Pij = Pji = 0, Qij = Qji = 0 while the other

constraints (14)-(17) are relaxed.

3.2.4. Voltage magnitude limits

V 2

imin
≤ Ui ≤ V 2

imax
, i ∈ N. (18)

3.2.5. On/off status and active/reactive powers bounds of DG

sgiP
min

gi ≤ Pgi ≤ sgiP
0

gi, i ∈ G (19)

sgiQ
min

gi ≤ Qgi ≤ sgiQ
max

gi , i ∈ G, (20)

where the binary variable sgi models the connection status of the generator

i (sgi = 1 if the generator is connected and sgi = 0 if it is shut down).

Note that in this approach we consider that DG units can shift their

reactive power so as to reduce the overall amount of active power curtailed

but other typical reactive power control modes of DG (e.g. constant power

factor and in particular unity power factor) can be easily taken into account.

3.2.6. Necessary radiality constraint

∑

ij∈S

sij =
∑

ij∈S

s0ij (21)
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which expresses the fact that the sum of statuses of lines with remote con-

trolled switches must not change after switching actions. Because this con-

straint may be however insufficient to ensure radiality in some grids where

there are some zero-injection nodes [13], we adopt a practical solution and

replace each zero-injection bus with a very small reactive power load (of

value slightly above the power flow convergence tolerance), change which

practically does not affect the final result of the optimization.

3.2.7. Constraint limiting the number of switching actions

∑

ij∈S

|sij − s0ij | ≤ ∆Ssw (22)

which models the DSO practical operational need that is not using more than

a specified number of switching ∆Ssw to remove overload in real-time. This

constraint can also be extended so as to model DSO preference to limit the

number of switching actions over a day.

3.3. Remarks

Note that the overload management model (4)-(22) constitutes a very

convenient and tractable MIQC problem (which is equivalent to the original

MINLP), the only nonlinear (but quadratic) constraints are (10) and (15).

The differences compared to the model in [13] are: objective (4), the control

variables related to DG units, and constraints (19)-(22).

Unlike the (generally) off-line problem of network reconfiguration for loss

minimization where all (manually and remotely controlled) switches are taken

as decision variable which leads to a very large combinatorial space [13], in

our procedure this combinatorial space is drastically limited due to the small
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ratio between the number of remotely controlled switches/breakers and the

number of all switches.

3.4. Prerequisite for potential implementation in a real environment

As any centralized scheme [3, 4, 5], the proposed optimization approach

relies on the output of a state estimator. Although distribution systems

are traditionally poorly observable, having measurements mainly at the sub-

station, it has been shown that an acceptable system observability does not

require a substantial number of additional measurements being deployed [20].

The state estimation computation can furthermore be enriched with pseudo-

measurements stemming from load forecast (it is expected that this forecast

will be significantly improved thanks to the information provided by smart

meters, which are under deployment in many countries worldwide) and DG

forecast. Also, the state estimation can take advantage from the fact that

both load and DG output forecasts are more accurate on short-term basis.

4. Numerical results

4.1. Description of the test systems

We test the proposed approach on four distribution systems: a 33-bus

12.66kV benchmark distribution grid [21], a 61-bus 20kV modified real-world

distribution network model provided by CREOS (the grid operator in Lux-

embourg), an 84-bus 11.4 kV real-world distribution system in Taiwan [23],

and a 136-bus 13.8 kV real-world distribution system in Brazil [24].

In order to facilitate comparison and benchmarking for the 33-bus, 84-

bus, and 136-bus test systems we use the same benchmark data sets pro-

vided in [21], [23], and [24], respectively. However, to illustrate the proposed
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Table 3: Characteristics of test distribution systems

nodes lines sectionalizing tie remotely controlled feeders DG

switches switches switches units

33 37 32 5 10 1 6

61 63 60 3 11 2 20

84 96 83 13 24 11 15

135 156 135 21 29 8 14

methodology while ensuring reproducibility of our results, we describe in the

next subsections the additional assumptions made regarding the location and

characteristics of hosted DG, lines thermal limits, and number of automated

switches.

A summary of the characteristics of these test systems is given in Table

3.

4.2. Simulation assumptions

The MIQCP optimization model has been developed in GAMS version

23.9.3 [22] and is solved using the simple branch and bound (SBB) solver.

All tests have been performed on a PC of 2.8-GHz and 4-Gb RAM.

In each system we assume that all tie-switches and few sectionalizing

switches are remotely controlled.

We consider four simulation cases differing in the type of control variables

and values of thermal limits as follows:

• Case A: one removes overload only by DG units curtailment, assuming

that all DG units are non-firm and hence eligible for curtailment;
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• Case B: one allows additionally manoeuvers on remote switches;

• Case C: compared to case B, one limits drastically the thermal ratings

of tie lines, to further assess the optimization engines performances;

• Case D: compared to case B, one limits the number of remote switching

actions in (22) to ∆Ssw = 2 (i.e. an open/close switching pair).

We consider voltage limits of 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. at all nodes. How-

ever, in our simulations we did not notice any voltage violation in the initial

state or binding voltage limits at the optimal solution. Conversely, overload

is always present in the initial state and sometimes thermal constraints are

binding at the optimum (e.g. if reconfiguration does not suffice to remove

overload).

4.3. Results on the 33-bus distribution grid

Fig. 4 shows the one-line diagram of the 33-bus network [21] which has

been modified so as to host 6 identical DG units (G1 to G6) with the following

characteristics: P 0

g = 0.6 MW, Q0

g = 0 MVAr, Pmin

g = 0.1 MW, Pmax

g =

0.6 MW, Qmin

g = −0.2 MVAr, and Qmax

g = 0.1 MVAr. The active and

reactive powers injected into the distribution system at node 0 are 0.188

MW and 1.754 MVar.

The set of remotely controlled switches comprises the 5 tie-switches (s33,

s34, s35, s36, s37) and 5 well located sectionalizing switches (s8, s10, s20,

s23, s27).

We set the thermal limit of all lines to 2 MVA, except of line 0-1 which

has a limit of 10 MVA and line 4-5 which has a limit of 1 MVA. Given these
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Figure 4: Modified 33-bus distribution grid 4

limits the line 4-5 gets overloaded due to the significant amount of feed-in,

its limit being exceeded with 0.76 MVA.

4.3.1. Effect of various objective functions and generators selection criterion

We illustrate in case A the impact of the choice of the objective and the

selection of generators and report the results in Table 4. According to the

proposed DG selection criterion described in subsection 2.4 only generator G6

(see Fig. 4) does not induce consistent power flows in the sense of the overload.

Therefore, the proposed approach in case “selected” does not curtail G6.

When all generators participate in optimization (case “all”) G6 is curtailed
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Table 4: 33-bus grid: non-firm DG units curtailment (MW)

gen L1 L2 L1 L2 L1w

all all selected selected selected

G1 -0.5 -0.088 -0.5 -0.106 -0.214

G2 -0.014 -0.088 -0.014 -0.106 -0.122

G3 0.0 -0.086 0.0 -0.103 -0.092

G4 0.0 -0.084 0.0 -0.102 -0.062

G5 0.0 -0.088 0.0 -0.105 -0.028

G6 0.0 -0.088 - - -

Overall 0.514 0.522 0.514 0.522 0.518

for the L2 objective.

Regarding the objectives comparison, these results confirm the conclu-

sions drawn for the example in Section 2, i.e. L2 and L1w objectives slightly

increase the overall amount of DG curtailment compared to norm L1.

4.3.2. Further illustration of the approach

In all simulations hereafter we use the settings wg = 1 and ws = 0.01 in

the linear objective (4) for the sake of both illustrating cases where DG units

are shut-down and provide reproducible benchmark test comparisons.

Table 5 presents numerical results with the approach in three cases. In

case A the optimal DG units curtailment, which creates a counter-flow in

line 4-5 and removes overload, consists of reducing the output of G1 to its

minimum value and slightly reducing the output of G2. In cases B and D one

can observe that by closing the tie switch s35 and opening the sectionalizing

switch s10 the power from two units (G3 and G4) is rerouted and overload
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Table 5: 33-bus grid: DG units curtailment (MW) and switching actions

Controls Case A Case B Case C Case D

G1 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

G2 -0.014 0.0 0.0 0.0

G3 0.0 0.0 -0.237 0.0

Switches s10, s35 s8, s35 s10, s35

Objective (p.u.) 0.514 0.02 0.257 0.02

Time (s) 0.21 1.35 1.57 1.12

disappears without curtailing any DG, which proves the benefit of our ap-

proach. In case C the thermal limits of the 5 tie-lines have been decreased

to 0.3 MVA. Due to this strong limitation the overload cannot be removed

only by switching actions, and some generation is still curtailed, however to

a less extent than in the case without switching.

We conclude that the additional degrees of freedom provided by remotely

controlled network switches leads to a less DG curtailment which proves the

advantage of the approach.

4.4. Results on the 61-bus CREOS distribution network

The network model was provided by the Luxembourgish grid operator

(CREOS). We consider a virtual operating scenario where 20 DG units of

various sizes are connected to the grid. We assume that due to the significant

power feed-in one line in the first main feeder gets congested.

Table 6 presents the control actions to remove congestion in four cases.

In case A the optimal DG curtailment consists of shutting-down G1, and

reducing the output of G2 and G3. In cases B and D, the congestion is
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Table 6: 61-bus grid: DG units curtailment (MW) and switching actions to remove con-

gestion

Controls Case A Case B Case C Case D

G1 -1.18* 0.0 -0.86 0.0

G2 -0.94 0.0 0.0 0.0

G3 -0.58 0.0 0.0 0.0

G5 0.0 0.0 -0.31 0.0

G6 0.0 0.0 -0.53 0.0

Switches s1, s62 s17, s63 s1, s62

Objective (p.u.) 2.7 0.02 1.72 0.02

Time (s) 0.43 3.3 24.4 3.11

removed only by switching maneuvers, as by opening the sectionalizing switch

s1 and closing the tie switch s62 the power from G3 and G4 is rerouted and

congestion disappears without curtailing any DG. In case C, in order to

illustrate how the method works when actions on both switches and DG

plants are required to relief congestion, the thermal limits of the 3 tie-lines

have been decreased to 1.0 MVA. Due to this strong limitation the congestion

cannot be removed only by switching actions, and some generation is still

curtailed, however to a less extent than in the case without switching.

4.5. Results on the 84-bus distribution network

In the 84-bus system we consider 15 identical DG units located at the

following nodes (node 0 corresponds to the substation): 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 20, 35, 40, 50, 72, 81 and 82. We assume that each DG produces

initially 1 MW and 0.3 MVar and has the following limits Pmin

g = 0.1 MW,
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Pmax

g = 1 MW, Qmin

g = −0.2 MVAr, and Qmax

g = 0.3 MVAr.

We assume that the line 2-3 gets overloaded (the thermal limit was set

to 3 MVA). In case A generators at node 3 and 4 are curtailed with 0.9 MW

and 0.769 MW respectively. In case B no generator is curtailed as by opening

the switch s4 and closing the tie switch s85 allows rerouting DG injections

through another feeder. In case C, where the thermal limit of all tie-switches

has been decreased to 1 MVA, only switching actions are insufficient to relief

congestion. The computational effort of these simulations is given in Table 7.

4.6. Results on the 136-bus distribution network

In the 136-bus system we consider that 14 identical DG units, having the

same characteristics as for the 84-bus system, are located at the following

nodes (node 0 corresponds to the substation): 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 25, 30, 45, 50,

60, 90, 100, 115, 120, and 130.

We assume that the line 2-3 gets overloaded (the thermal limit was set to

1 MVA). In case A generators at node 3 and 6 are curtailed with 0.9 MW and

0.555 MW respectively. In case B no generator is curtailed as by opening the

switch s64 and closing the tie switch s136 the DG units located downstream

this feeder are transferred to another feeder. In case C, where the thermal

limit of all tie-switches has been decreased to 1 MVA, only switching actions

are insufficient to relief congestion. The CPU times of these computations

are given in Table 7.

4.7. Scaling with system size

Table 7 provides the computational times obtained in various experiments

on the four test systems.
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Table 7: Summary of computational times (s)

grid Case A Case B Case C Case D

33-bus 0.21 1.35 1.57 1.27

61-bus 0.43 3.3 24.4 3.11

83-bus 0.55 6.3 9.5 6.0

135-bus 0.60 31.2 24.3 4.7

One can remark that generally as long as both types of control actions

(i.e. switches and DG output) are not interacting together (as in cases A

and B) the optimal solution is obtained acceptably fast. On the other hand,

as expected, the case C takes a bit longer time due to the strong interac-

tion between both types of controls and the very tight constraints assumed.

However, the program can be stopped after a desired elapsed time limit or

as a certain optimality gap is reached and still provide a better solution than

that obtained only by DG output curtailment. As expected the times in case

D are smaller than in case B as the combinatorial space is further reduced

by limiting the number of remote switches maneuvered. We conclude that

these CPU times fulfill the on-line application requirements.

5. Conclusions and future works

This paper has contributed to various aspects of centralized, event trig-

gered, optimization approaches for thermal constraint management in active

radial distribution systems and has proved the interest and feasibility of the

approach on a snapshot-basis for four benchmark and real world distribution

systems. A salient feature of the scheme is that it optimizes jointly of DG
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units output and remotely controlled grid switches.

Results show that, for a given operation scenario, the use of remotely

switching devices can lead in some cases to a significant reduction of cur-

tailed generation, this option appearing thereby as an effective means to

host larger amounts of DG in distribution grids. We have also illustrated the

potential benefits of the approach in terms of energy savings using a simple

5-bus, 3-switches distribution system on a 24 hours basis. However, due to

the very large combinatorial space stemming from the growing number of

binary variables, applying the approach for more realistic test networks by

incorporating many scenarios is very computationally challenging. As a con-

sequence, future work is foreseen to thoroughly assess the approach in terms

of energy savings in the context of pseudo real-time environment by using

time-series [4, 6, 7]. We also plan to conduct further research to find more

tractable problem approximations to relieve this computational burden.

The obtained computational times comply with real-time application re-

quirements. Further speed-up is expected if the viability of switching actions

is assessed by DSO at (operational) planning stage, ending up with a practi-

cal limited set of potential switching pairs to be checked on-line as overload

occurs. This can also simplify the optimization model allowing problem de-

composition and further enabling parallel processing.

The approach allows assessing the gain in terms of DG penetration thanks

to the use of remotely controlled switches. It further can be used as a tool for

trading-off the number of additionally deployed remotely controlled switches

and the expected benefits, at least in terms of DG curtailment reduction.

Future work is also planned to extend the optimization model by imposing
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Table 8: Lines parameters: resistance, reactance and thermal limit

line R (Ω) X (Ω) Snom (MVA)

0-1 0.125 0.193 6

0-2 0.224 0.581 6

1-2 0.252 0.336 12

1-3 0.038 0.051 12

2-4 0.023 0.030 12

additional constraints on fault current levels [25] so as to preserve the feeders’

protection selectivity when transferring DG units from one feeder to another.

Appendix

Data of the 5-bus system

Table 8 provides the lines parameters for the 5-bus 20kV test system

of Fig. 1 and Table 9 yields the generators and load profiles for 24 hours.

Load reactive power is assumed to be 10 % of the load active power in all

scenarios. We also assume two fixed generators at buses 3 and 4, not shown

in the figure, which produce in all scenarios constant power of 1 MW and

3 MW, respectively. For simplicity we assume that all generators keep their

voltage at 1.0 p.u..

Data of the 8-bus system

Table 10 provides the data relative to the 8-bus 20kV test distribution

system of Fig. 3. All the 7 lines are identical having the resistance and

reactance equal to 0.1 Ω and 0.2 Ω, respectively, and the thermal limit of 3.5
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Table 9: Hourly generators and loads active power (MW)

gen/load 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

G1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.28 0.96 2.27 4.10 5.74 6.90 7.53

G2 5.56 6.42 7.47 8.00 6.72 5.30 4.99 5.44 3.38 3.02 2.83 2.18

L1 3.39 3.26 3.28 3.26 3.36 3.55 4.14 4.21 5.00 3.31 1.79 1.35

L2 1.39 1.26 1.28 1.76 1.86 2.55 3.14 4.21 5.00 4.81 4.79 4.85

gen/load 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

G1 7.87 8.00 7.74 6.83 5.69 4.13 2.44 1.05 0.34 0.10 0.09 0.09

G2 1.35 0.32 0.00 0.53 1.55 2.94 2.90 3.15 4.25 4.92 5.15 5.30

L1 0.96 0.69 0.57 0.59 0.79 1.26 1.89 2.90 4.34 4.41 4.41 4.31

L2 4.71 4.69 4.57 4.59 4.54 4.76 4.89 4.40 4.34 4.41 4.41 4.31

MVA. For simplicity we assume that all generators keep their voltage at 1.0

p.u.. The active and reactive powers injected into the distribution system at

node A are -3.695 MW and 1.853 MVar.
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